Abstract-In this paper, an advanced sliding mode control (ASMC) with integral sliding function is proposed for the pendubot system which is a planar two degree of freedom (2-DOF) robotic arm in the vertical plane with an actuator at the shoulder, but no actuator at the elbow. Using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment, the pendubot dynamics is implemented and the proposed ASMC control is applied for swing-up and balancing tasks the pendubot as to well follow with various trajectories. Simulation results demonstrate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed ASMC control in comparison with conventional sliding mode control applied in swing-up and balancing scheme of the pendubot system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding efficient control laws for underactuated systems has attracted a growing attention since these systems are featured by the fact that they possess fewer actuators than the DOFs to be controlled. Thus the underactuated mechanical systems have fewer control inputs than DOF and arise in lots of applications, such as aerospace and undersea robots. Since there exist tight couplings between actuated and underactuated DOFs in such systems, the control input isn't able to accelerate the state of the system in arbitrary directions. Consequently, underactuated mechanical plans cannot be controlled to follow arbitrary trajectories [1] [2] .
Recently many control researchers have concerned such control problems for underactuated mechanical systems in which including pendubot. Zhao and Yi in [3] proposed a GA-tuned bang-bang controller to successfully swing up the pendubot. Ma and Su in [4] introduced a new fuzzy approach for swing up control of pendubot. Authors in [5] [6] applied versatile advanced nonlinear methods for swing up and balancing control of pendubot. The drawback of these results is that the proposed methods cannot satisfactorily control both of swing up phase and balancing phase of pendubot control process.
Sliding mode control based on the theory of variable structure systems is a robust method to control nonlinear uncertain systems in which including pendubot [7] . SerranoHeredia in [8] introduced the state feedback sliding mode to control the swing up of pendubot. Authors in [10] [11] [12] applied state feedback control, hybrid control and adaptive fuzzy PID control to stable control the swing up of pendubot. Recently, based on a sliding mode installed from the initial time, the system will be more robust against uncertainties than the existing sliding mode control systems with reaching phase. Hence an integral sliding mode has introduced to get the benefit such that the uncertain system behavior is eventually predictable from the initial time [7] , [9] , [13] . The disadvantage of these researches related to the fact that the control laws of proposed sliding mode controllers in these studies have not yet simultaneously successfully controlled both phases of swing-up and balance of the pendubot system.
In order to overcome this drawback, in this paper, an advanced sliding mode controller (ASMC) is proposed to successfully control both of swing-up and balancing phase of the pendubot system which is a planar two-link robotic arm in the vertical plane with an actuator at the shoulder, but no actuator at the elbow. Furthermore, the control laws of sliding surface have been improvingly chosen as to obtain the chattering-free motion.
II. PENDUBOT MODELING
The pendubot system structure is presented in Figure  This pendubot system represents a planar two degree of freedom (2-DOF) robotic arm in the vertical plane with an actuator at the shoulder and no actuator at the below. Then the dynamic equations of pendubot system were expressed as follows 3  2  2  3  2  11  12   2  3  2  2  21  22 2 cos( ) cos( ) () cos( ) From (3), (4) , the control law (5) will be induced.
B. Proposed Advanced Sliding Mode Control
The error e is now defined as follows 13 e x x r (6) 13 e x x r () s Ksign s and K is also a positive constant. ris signal for controlling 1 , coefficient  is chosen small enough to guarantee the stability of system. From equation (6) , new component r is added in order to establish the new dynamic stability (keep balancing during moving) from the old static stability (balancing in static position). Responding sliding surface s changes from (3) to (9) . Using the same procedure, sliding surface now moves to 0 based on Equations (10) and (11) . Given r as a constant, there are two cases in steady state: In case of the proposed ASMC control, the control rule is added with component r (equation (6)). Using equation (11) 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation will be realized with following parametric values Fig. 2 represent the Simulink simulation block scheme with Sliding mode block and pendubot block has been presented above.
The excellent simulation results confirm the performance and the effectiveness of the proposed ASMC control in comparison with conventional sliding mode control applied in balancing scheme of the pendubot system. Firstly, Fig. 3 represents the good swing up response of pendubot system using the SMC control. In this test, the corresponding referential values are of the case of 12 ,0 2 , in which both of links in upright positions.
FIGURE. 2. SIMULINK SIMULATION BLOCK SCHEME. Furthermore, in order to eliminating the chattering phenomenon, we applied the saturation equation instead of the classic K-sign.
In detail, with () s Ksign s  , the strongly chattering phenomenon will appear as illustrated in Fig.8 . By replacing the sign equation with the saturation equation.The chattering phenomenon is completely eliminated as represented in Fig.  9 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper concerns the strong stabilization for a typical example of underactuated robots called the pendubot. This paper showed the design method of a novel strongly stabilizing controller for the upright equilibrium point of the pendubot system by implementing a specific output and employing the advanced sliding mode control. The simulation results were investigated to validate the obtained theoretical results. The paper introduced the new good features of the swing-up and balancing implementation for the pendubot system using the proposed advanced sliding mode control. 
